
“Faith resides in the veiled abyss between death and the will to 
survive! When an absent father is tasked with driving his heavily 
pregnant daughter to hospital in the dead of night they are thrust 
into a fight for life when involved in a horrific car accident. With 
the odds of survival remote at best, Faith asks one of life’s most 
pertinent questions: Between death and the will to survive, how 
far can hope lift in the fight for life?”
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"Audiences will be crawling out of cinemas, gasping for air."
  Frank Jakeman (Game of Thrones) 

“A film so good from start to finish you need to see it again, but most outstanding is the acting. 
So honest and brave. Simply wonderful!” - juror quote

a DB Morgan film starring FRANK JAKEMAN & LEONA CLARKE

“Faith is the story I’ve been burning to tell. A claustrophobic disaster movie. A thriller with 
horrific elements. A flat-out survival horror. Faith is a story of hope, a story of rising beyond 
one’s fears in the face of unsurmountable adversity. A gut wrenching, rollercoaster of terror. 
A life affirming experience. A kick up the soul.”

Faith tells the story of a family torn apart by vascular dementia and their inability to deal 
with the raw, and complex, emotions that stem from it. Heart breaking, and real, from DB’s 
personal experience of witnessing his own father’s dementia. Faith, at core level, is a social 
commentary on the breakdown of family and the disillusionment we often feel with un-
derstanding the point of our existence in the modern world. Specifically, Faith asks us to 
contemplate our coping methods, our chosen poison, and reminds us that faith in a higher 
power – be that religion or spirituality - is what’s needed to get by.
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